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ABSTRACT Analytical solutions are given to the transport-
diffusion equation for archetype, atmospheric protracted releases 
featuring fronts of initiation, culminations, and tails of 
extinction. The interplay of the fitting parameters ensures that the 
model accomodate a wide typology of events, nearing in the extremes 
the instantaneous puff of the Lagrangian models, and the continuous 
stack emission of the Gaussian models, respectively. A special, 
though simple goniometry of field measurements of activity 
concentration together with a minimum of straightforward 
meteorological data such as the dominant wind direction and average 
velocity make up the input for a full analytical inferrence of such 
essential source terms as the time-profile of the release, the 
source strength, and the predicted, total dispersed activity, as 
well as of the diffusion coefficients that are effective in average 
over the time of observation and over the territory in question. The 
site and time of an unaccounted event having resulted in a detected 
atmospheric release can also be inferred through the same process. 
Cloud passage predictions can then be conducted. Aiming to strike 
some sound balance of accuracy vs.convenience of use, the approach 
is proposed along recent suggestions [1] that source term research 
be further refined, and attempts be made to improve modelling 
capabilities for protracted releases and dispersal. On the operative 
side, the models here may provide for low-cost, first-run 
assessments in view of early nuclear, and other industrial, alerts 
over large territories, thus falling in the realm of emergency 
preparedness and response. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Recent experience with radiological emergencies following 
severe accidents (April-Hay 1986 )1, 2]) has highlighted several 
features of sucn events that nay require proper consideration, in 
view of temptatively improving nuclear emergency preparedness and 
crisis management procedures. Inter alia: 

(i) The core and nearest field of a severe nuclear accident 
is very much likely to be hardly accessible at any cl >se range for 
observation and measurement, wnich may cast serious uncertainties on 
trie obtainabiiity of reliable source terms. Moreover, owing to 
crisis constraints and crisis behaviour peculiarities, radiological 
emergencies originating in deiayedly-reported, or even non-reported, 
accidents, saould not be ruled out. 

(ii) Considerable trans-border extension of radiological 
emergencies created by severe accidents fully warrant the search for 
rex.able and expeditious proced .res of source terms inferring and/or 
validation, at great distances from the event site, and far off the 
cloua/plume centreline. 

(in) There is a critical need that current procedures 
designed to spot, identify, characterize and predict the unfolding 
or abnormal nuclear events and thair aftermath be further improved 
and better trimmed so as to provide truly assessment-under-crisis 
tools, within the general economy of emergency preparedness and 
management. In order for a procedure to qualify for safe use under 
crisis, i- snould, among others: 

be baseu on a versatile standard model Of atmospneric 
releases, in the sense that the model have the capability to 
accomoaate a comprenensive typology of events, that may effectively 
range from a blast (puff), to a blow, to a continuous emission; the 
recent wisdom li, p.4<il requires models to especially provide for 
satisfactory descriptions of protracted emissions, of various 
durations ana time-profnes; 

- oe as seifconsistent as possible, in the sense that, for 
instance, some or the most critical (3) and elusive meteorological 
parameters -- the anisotropic diffusion coefficients -- be 
ootainable from the very exercise of running the model-, 

oe easily convertible for automated, computerized 
application, showing merits in terms of accuracy, speed, 
user-friendliness, ana output expressivity, on this line, recent 
quiaeiines l), p.foii suggest, inter alia, that first model results 
should be available to users witnin no more than 15 minutes of 
initiation; 

striKe a oetter-than-average trade off between 
ieliabilii.y and convenience of use, thereby being inexpensive and 
readily implementable. 

In contrast with the requirements listed above, several 
procedures and practices recommended in literature (v.e.g. (2-5] and 
references) seem to vitally depene on either some satisfactory 
Knowledge, or happy guesses, about several parameters of the event, 
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such as, for instance, the source strength. They also apply for 
distance- and time-variable diffusion parameters (standard 
deviations of concentration aistrioutions) thereby invoking tables, 
nomograms, and somewhat loose weather descriptions associated to 
classes of turbulence which -- though perfectly resectable, because 
validated through repeated experience and wide acceptance -- still 
lack the required generality and are sensitive noi only to specific 
sets or assumptions made by their authors, but also to the 
observer's skills. Many procedures to calculate source terms from 
field measurements require approaching the event site at rather 
close ranges, as well as the extensive use of nomograms and 
correlative instruments that would not easily yield t-r- a strategy of 
convenient automatic calculation. Other procedures require elaborate 
inputs, such as full wind charts and differential temperature 
measurements that may take time to put together and feed into 
computer data files. While there is r.o doubt that tne carefully 
elaborated models currently quoted in literature, and implemented in 
selected laboratories across the world, can yield accurate and 
expressive data -- provided being given in due time the appropriate 
input -- the recent experience seems to indicate that, there may 
still be room for simpler, inexpensive in application, versatile and 
portable models that, working under a minimal set of inputs, though 
under what seem to be oversimplifying assumptions, can pcovidt sound 
analytical ana predictive first-rup information on the source terms 
of an aDnormal event resulting in an atmospheric release of 
radioactivity, on the eff». •-.ive diffusive properties of tne air 
masses carrying it, ana, on this basis, about the unfolding of the 
radioactive could/plume dispersal, in time and over tertitory, thus 
providing for the much sought quick response under alert. 

Tnis paper is up to proposing such an exercise. 

Futile as it may seem, the effort to go all the way to 
solutionning tne Dasic transpcrt-diffusion equation tor contaminated 
air masses would eventually prove wortn making, for in this approach 
it provides lor a convenient hybridization of, and transparent 
discussion on the Gaussian diffusion (GDM), ana Lagragian puff 
(LPM) , models, with the effect of accomodating, in toe same 
analytical expression, a comprehensive typology of releases, that 
may fairly cover tne range Detween the extremes: instantaneous puff, 
and routine stack, emissions. 

The access gained, to wide-coverage analytical solutions 
for the concentration of activity, opens up ti._ possibility to track 
back a cloud/plume to its origin, so triat to infer, through a sort 
of goniometry, (i) the source coordinates; (ii) the event time; 
(in) tne expected dispersed activity, over the entire duration o 
the release; (iv) the time-profile of the release; and also (v) t-h 
average coefficients of (anisotropic) downwind, cross-wind, an 
vertical, diffusion that were effective during the time lapse fro. 
the event occurence through tne observation moment. While the fiel 
collecting of goniometrical data may take some time, depending 01 
how fast and effective tne logistics involved is, the code tha 
solves this "inversa problem" of the atmospheric release would fal 
well in tne range of the 15 minutes given as a comparative meri 
figure for such an exercise, on almost any personal computer, from 
few K of RAM up. 
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Subsequent to the inferring of the source terns and 
essential meteorological data is the prediction of the release 
unfolding -- over a territory at a given time; and in time at a 
given site, which would enable authorities to take the appropriate 
action in order to liait/alleviate the possible biological and other 
effects of the cloud passage. Considering the fact that the 
concentration of air-born activity is one crucial quantity from 
which a long series of derived quantities, such as the deposition, 
inhalation and other uptakes related to forage-cow-milk, pasture-
meat, leafy vegetables etc. are obtainable (v.3], one can safely cut 
off the introduction of this approach at the stage of air-bom 
concentration prediction and Monitoring. 

The procedure is obviously independent on the radioactive 
inventory at the source, for wnat the model handles are field 
measured activities, i.e. what effectively _is in the air -- on what 
has oeen termed (13], p.73) 'the most critical pathway, tc be 
quickly estimated in the early phase of an accident". Though latter 
iteration- coula profitably bring about a spectroscopic look at the 
problem, thus highlighting released fission products of special 
interest (v.[7J, Appendix ») , it is believed that freeing the 
first-strike assessments froa such delicate matters as release 
fractions (v.e.g. [4J) serves well the notion of an early alert and 
tight preparedness. 

Nhen checked against field data gathered in the months of 
April and May, 1986 [1,2,6,8,9] the model as proposed gave results 
that where satisfactory enough to encourage this line of action. 
Also, there arfc indications that the method., nas potential for even 
better approaches of the complexities of real radiological 
emergencies. 

i. THE GENERIC MODEL FOR ATMOSPHERIC RELEASES 

Let us recollect and conveniently re-phrase ?ome basics of 
tne physics of atmospheric releases. 

In the dispersal of gases and air-born particles that make 
up a cloud at least three processes concur: the transport; the 
molecular diffusions and the turbulent mixing. Whereas the turbulent 
mixing is an expression of the complex gas-dynamics and 
thermodynamics characteristic to large and open air masses, thus 
being essentially statistic in nature, the transport is clearly 
determined by the wind(s), and the molecular diffusion is mainly 
driven oy concentration gradients. 

In tne sequel we shall w*ork under tr-a simplifying 
assumption of only two concurrent mechanisms: 

(i> the wind transport, taken as a pure, horizontal, bulk 
translation of the entire air mass under ' investigation, each point 
at the velocity v of a dominant wind; the notion of a dominant wind 
implies an averaging, in both direction and magnitude, of a set of 
representative measurements, at different times, spots and altitudes 
in the region of interest (the Earth's curvature neglected); and 
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(ii) the diffusion — a tern that would encompass the 
molecular diffusion as well as the turbulent mixing ana all other 
mechanisms that are, in a first approximation, translation-
independent; the assumption goes as far as to admit that the 
diffusion is truly describable in terms of three diffusion 
coefficients, ox, Dy, Dz, thus being in principle anisotropic 
with respect to the following privileged directions in spacet 
downwind (x); cross-wind (y); and the vertical (2). 

The assumptions above naturally introduce two natural 
reference frames in order to conveniently describe cloud diaper salt 

(1) the Source System (SS) , with the origin in the source 
of release, the OX axis downwind, the OY axis cross-wind, and the 02 
axis vertical} and 

(2) the Cloud System (CS) , with the ox, oy, and oz axes 
parallel to the SS axes of respective denomination, the origin 
moving downwind, at the dominant wind's velocity,v. 

We shall consider the release oZ radioactivity as the 
aftermath of an event, of an unspecified nature, and shall take the 
event's inception as time origin. Consistently, in the time origin, 
t = 0, the SS ana CS space-origins would coincide (fig.l). 

The coordinates of a spot under investigation would 
obviously reao: 

r = R-vt, (2.1) 

that is 

x = X-vt, 

y = Y (2.2) 
Z - 2 

Lee V oe a volume of air at rest in CS -- meaning that it 
moves in SS at the dominant wind velocity v, ar.d let I be its 
envelopping surface. If volume V contains, at the time t, the 
activity Q [Ci], then the following definitions -- all in CS — turn 
out to be useful: 

The concentretion 01 activity, p(r,t), so defined that one 
has 

Q = /p(r,t)dV, [Ql = Ci, U.3) 

v [p) = Ci/m^ 

The current of activity through the surface t, 

X » - |^. IU - Ci/s U.4) 
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The curcent density, i, such as 

I - «l.ds. [ij » Ci/(»2.s) (2.5) 
C 

If the volume v contains also the source of the release, 
the generation of activity is taken care of by a source term S, such 
that 

ţ , IS] - Ci/s, (2.6) 

in relation to which a source strength, o , is defined, via the 
relation 

S - KdV. la] - Ci/(m3.s) (2.7) 
V 

Equation U.6) expresses a balance of the activity in 
volume V, tne first tern in the right-hand side indie» ting 
generation of activity, while the second accounts foe the activity 
loss from V tnrougn î. This evidently implies that the activity 
would observe a "conservation law" — which, for durations in the 
oroâr of hours, or even a few days, may be an acceptable first 
approximation. 

Eventually, tne length units above will be replaced b> 
:kilometers, more fit for an analysis carried out 'over large 
territories. 

With tne definitions above, eq.(2.6) reads; 

ll.ds - JadV - -£r / PdV (2.8) 
E V •* V 

Taking that V is rigid, the flux theorem now gives, 

/(VÎ +||- o)dV - 0» (2.9) 

irrespective of V. Therefore, 

vl +|£- a, (2.10) 

whicn, in CS, explicitely reads: 
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obviously with meaning of an "equation of continuity" for the 
activity. 

At this stage one normally admits as natural the assumption 
that current density components obey the Fick'e lawt 

» y - - » y g . <2.12) 

The diffusion coefficients Dx, Dy, D,, that establish 
the proportionality of the current density with the concentration 
gradients are measured in a»*/» (or Xm*/s, if lengths are 
uniformly taken in kilometers). 

By carrying now tne expressions (2.12) into eq.(2.U) one 
obtains? 

-°* ft " Dv ft " D. ft * If ' • 
Nhile in cs eq.(2.13) is a typical diffusion equation, passing to 88 
via the cnange of coordinates (2.1) would also reveal the effects of 
wind transport, so that in the end eq.(2.13) fully qualifies for the 
cloud's dispersal equation. And yet, to solve the dispersal eqVatffton 
it Is still convenient to place oneself in CS. 

At this stage it becomes evident that the power of the 
cloud dispersal models would very much depend on the ability %o keep 
the source strength o, in the right-hand side of •q.(2,ll), as 
general as possible, in order to accomodate the largest feasible 
typology of events. One avenue to achieve this aim prbved to be M I 
solution of the dispersal equation via the mathematical Green 
functions associated to its differential operator in the left-hand 
side. On this line let us remember that, with the operator written 
in CS as 

L,;,t, - - ^ - ° y £-». £ * £ 

a solution of eq.(2.13) is 

P(r,t) - L-l(r,t)»(f,t). (2.15) 
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•y using MOW taw M*«e ft—»!—.» «yaboUcaly defined aa 

elff-t*) • •<«-«•)•<*-»*)«(•-«*). I l . l t ) 

«here 

«<«>>•) • | 11.17» 
1 - . «* - ». 

/ 6 (x-x')dx' - 1. e t c . , (1.18) 

the source strength in the right-hand side of eq.(2.15) assuaes the 
natural representation • 

a(r.t) « /d3!' Jdt'Mr-r'jdU-t'Mtf'.f). (2.19) 

where the notation mans: 

/d3Ji « /«jx« Jcly' /da', (2.20) 

so that che first integral covers the whole space. 

With ttiese, the solution (2.19) reads 

eiî.t) «Ja3?' Jdt" Gli-î'.t-t'HIÎ'.t'», (2.21) 

an expression that introduces the Green function of the L operator as 
t 

GCr-r'.t-t*) - L-l(F.t)a(?-?,)8(t-f) . (2.22) 

Upon using the standard Fourier representation of the Dirac 
functions, naaely 

*(*-*') - —i-T/dl»ei*<r-*'>. 
(2t>3-

(2.23) 

6 (t-f) - j - £d*«i*(t-f), 

the following integral representation of the L operator's Green 
function is easily obtained: 

http://Il.lt
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(2.25) 

0<t-r'ft-V) - — T T /d3« /a» % r l f M (1.34) (2«r - — OJi* • D^J • Dji* • li 

»ho notations 
DK*2 • °y*$ * °"k4 s K2 > 0, 
?-?• - t, t-t' * t 

allow for writing the expression (2.24) in the for» 

G(r,t) • |4 / d3keihrg(K,t), (2.24) 
(2«) 1 -

with 
ixt 

g(K,t) - / d x — • — x (3.a7) 
— X - IK 

The last integral is easily perforaed in the complex x-piene, yielding 

g(K,t) • 6(t).2ii.e-K2t, («.a») 

with 8 denoting the Heaviside function: 

{ l, t a 0 
o, t < 0 

«(t) - i , (1.39) I o, t < 0 

The result (2.^8) would now bring (2.^4) into a product of 
separate functions of x, y, and z, respectively; 

G(r,t) - e<t).Gx(x,t)Gy(y,t)Gz(z,t), .(2.30) 

where, generically, 

Gt(î.t) =yj / dKeeikC5"U5kţt, ţ-x,y,x . (2.31) 

A change of variable and the use of the Poisson integral 

; dCe"ţ2 - /T (2.32) 
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readily gives 

1 

/raţ 
e 

c2 

vT 
G(£,!:) = r - • * = x,y,z , (2.33) 

vitich finally concurs to giving the analytical expression of the 
Green function of L: 

1 x2 y2 z2 

GU.t) = »(t) . ji . £ - . (2.34) 

U*rVD xD yD x 
t2 

For the approach taken in this paper, the graphic 
representation in Fig.2, of the generic Green function (2.33), will 
prove meaningful. Also of consequence is the remark that, since 

( u, x + u 

\ -, x = 0 
lim <JcU.t) = \ (2.34) 

Dx - u 

and 

/ G(C,t)dţ = 1, (2.35) 
the properties (2.17), (2.18) of the Dirac function are satisfied, 
so ttiat one nas: 

lim Gt(C,t) > 6(C), K = x,y,z . (2.36) 
Dc - 0 

In particular, the following finding based on the above will 
be invoiced in the sequel'. 

2 2 
- A * • + S-) 

i • y z 

lii G(r,t) = 6 (x) . - = (2.37) 
t > 0 

**''D D 
y z 

BacK to tne solution (2.21) of the dispersal problem, 
considering the expressions (2.30) and (2.33) and performing the 
integral over the variable t, one gets: 
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p(x,y,zjt) - M x ' f dy' fdz'./at'. 
(t i 0) 

. Gx<x-x,,t-t,)Gy<y-y,,t-t,)Gzu-*,»t-t') # (2.3B) 

. «Ix'ry'^'ît'), 
where 

- • 4 ^ 
G(C-«',t-f) - * - S C » x,y,z (2.39) 

(t >t') Vu*Dţ yţ^P* C - x',y*,z* . 

Tnough mathematically particular to the dispersal equation 
(2.13), solution (2.38,39) is general in the physical sense, because 
it stands as it is for an unspecified source strength, a -- which, 
so far, is consistent with the program announced in the Incroduction. 
In the following section this quality will be further observed and 
used, to the extent possible. 

Gn the otner nand, before proceeding further it is perhaps 
wise to indicate how the general solution (2.38,39) rebates to the 
well-establisned, conventional Gaussian, and L/.gragian , models, 
respectively. 

To obtain these it suffices to assume that the source 
strength is strictly singular, both in time and space, which would 
read, in SS: 

o(X',i",2'}t ) = Q. 6(f). fi(X') 6(lf). [ 6(2'-H) + 6(Z'+H)J (2.40) 
and in CS 

otx',y',zU') - Q6(t')6(x,+vt,)6<y,)i6(z'-H) + 6(z'+H)] (2.41) 

where again the relations (2.2) were used. 
Such a source strength will immediately bring the solution 

(2.38) into the form 

p(x,y,zţt) - Q.Gx(x,t).Gy(y,t). (242) 
. [Gz(Z-H,t)+Gz(Z+H,t)J 

Written explicitely, and taking that 

o x - V2Dxt, Oy - V2Dyt, o , - •2Dt"t , (2.43) 
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the expression (2.42) i s 

i n i ) 2 . <JL)»I 
P(x,y.m>t) - 57Ş e x y (2.44) 

t * 0 < 2 , ) ° x V « 
- I f £ £ i 2 _ !,»•«,2 

. t« * + • 8 ] 

in which one recognises the Lagragian puff (v.e.g.(3], p.66). 
The expression (2.42) can also generate the conventional 

Gaussian pica».- if one is ready to use the property (2.36) of the 
Green functions. Indeed, by taking, Gx to the limit D* - 0 --
•caning that the downwind diffusion is ignored — one can easily 
obtain, in SS: 

P t X ^ t ) -ăîsŞ^F • • ( * - } ) • • y . «2.45) 

I<ţl)* „M}* 

where a well-known property of the Oirac function» was used, namely 

v M t - -) 
6(X) - 6(X-vt) - 6[v(t - £.)} Y_ (2.46) 

v v 

Taking now the time-average over a time-period At that 
contains the moment X/v one obtains*. 

?U,V.Z) - -^ / p{X,Y,Zit)dt -

it J Î v 

2,0ytf*v 

ifJLi2 - 1#«-H»2 1.Z+H.2 
(2.47) 
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where q - Q/at, and oy, oz have the expressions in (2.43), taken 
at the moment X/v, that is — at the strike-time corresponding to 
the distance X, downwind. 

The expression (2.47) is immediately comparable with the 
solution given in ref.[3], p.63, as featuring the Gaussian model. 

Reassured by the results (2.44), (2.47), let us draw now 
further upon the potential of the general solution (2.38,39). 

3. MODELLING RELEASE PATTERNS 

The very notion of a radiological emergency. or crisis 
presupposes an event featuring a front of initiation, a peak" o? 
culmination, and a tail of, more or less protracted, consummation. 
Overly general and yet essentially accurate, such a pattern 
transcends Physics into what can loosely be termed as common 
perception. It is therefore intuitively believed that a plausible, 
and general, image of a radioactive release that warrants the 
adoption of the state of emergency should present the time-profile 
of the Green functions featuring the dispersal problem (v.fig.2). It 
îs ă fact that Mathematical Physics endorses soch an intuitive 
conjecture, in that it determines that Green functions are response 
functions for the system, when the excitation, or input, is 
point-like and instantaneous — perhaps the purest, if too radical, 
image of a disruptive event. 

One step further is to note that, since according to the 
considerations submitted in the Introduction the event analysis 
takes place at great distances from the event site, the source can 
be safely considered as point-like. 

The conventional wisdom is that, generally, the dispersal 
centre of a cloud is not with the original radioactive inventory, 
but rather in a point (zone) placed at a certain elevation, H, known 
as plume rise, above the open inventory that, in our problem, is 
assumed at ground zero. In the said zone the released gases and 
particulates are carried in the act of ejection, by sheer vertical 
momentum and temperature gradients. 

Since at qreat distances from the source the reflexion of 
the cloud from the Earth's surface can no longer be considered Ideal 
— owing to the fallout and other depletion mechanisms -- reflexion 
can, in our sort of problem, be ignored. Nevertheless, for the sake 
of completeness, many expressions in the following will take 
reflexion into account. 

3,1. Models with 3-Dimensional Diffusion 
One submits that, featuring the »lv»ve notions and 

assumptions can be the following function for the source strength, 
written in SS; 
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a (X,Y,S)t) - 9<t> . — — . ,,, . e * (3.1.1) 

. S(X)6(Y)(6(2-H) + 6(2+H)|. 

The Heavisid» function her* (v,(2.29) duly indicates that 
the release is .initiated in the tine origin, and not before t •» 0. 

The second and the third -- exponential — factors make up a 
function freely evoking the time-profile of the Green functions. 

Two delta-factors fix the source in the horizontal plane, at 
X - 0, Y =• 0, while in the square orackets another couple of Oirac 
functions point to the virtual sources of elevation H, and -H (for 
the reflected source) with respect to the real source. 

The factor exp(-v2t/MDx)) has a two-fold quality. In the 
physical sense, it would describe a "prompt depletion at source", of 
the cloua, due to a aore or less sha-p wind-bending of the ejected 
matter entailing a heavy contamination of the structures (buildings, 
equipment etc.) at the source site -- a part of what is 
conventionally known as "on-site retention" (v.e.g.13)). 
Comaensurately, tnere is a diminishing in the amount of matter that 
=would effectively reach the virtual centre of long-range dispersal, 
at tne elevation H — for obviously, what gets stuck at the source 
escapes dispersal at any further range. It is natural that the 
prompt depletion increase with the wind velocity, v, and witn time, 
and decrease with at least one diffusion coefficient, foe what gets 
promptly dispersed escapes, in its turn, wind bending. 

In a mathematical sense, the somehow artificial introduction 
of tne prompt depletion factor is again meaningful, for it provides 
for obtaining a compact, analytical solution of the 3-dimensional 
dispersal equation — which is a very desirable pre-requisite for 
one endeavour in this paper: to infer source terms and the effective 
diffusion coefficients from field-collected data, thus inversing the 
dispersal problem. 

The e-factor in the expression (J.1.1) is crucial in shaping 
the time-profile of the release. As indicated in figure 3, a larger 6 
would place the release peak close to the release initiation at t • 
0, while also narrowing the width, and we are thus watching a blast 
(puff), or explosive release. At moderate 6 one face's a blow, 
whereas at smaller t the pattern of a quasi-continuous release could 
be fairly approached, particularly at low wind velocities. Figure 3 
may give a better perception of these features. In ill cases, a will 
fitfully second 8 in fixing the profile and amplitude of the release. 

Dimensionally, as long as 

l«(x.y,z}t)) - Ci/(m3.s) and 16] - m_1, (3.1.2) 
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one has 

18) - s-1 and [a] - Ci (3.1.3) 

Starting from the physical meaning of the. source strength 
iv.section 2), it is clear that, by integrating it' over the entire 
space and time, one must obtain the total activity dispersed during 
the release. One finds, successively. 

«D «o m e» 

/ dx f d y . / d z . / d t o ( x , y , z > t ) • ( 3 . 1 . 4 ) 

""-"- i- "" - JL t 
_ ± „ t a -»T _ 4SOx 

T\L a^m • • * *T 
where the change of variable t » 8t has been used. Noting that the 
integral in the rignt-hand side of the identify (3.1.4) is the 
Laplace transform of the first factor, in the end one finds the 
totax dispersed activity, od-

2</BD 
a d » oe . (3.1.5) 

By writing the source strength (3.1.1) in CS and taking into 
account the effects of the Dirac and Heaviside functions, the 
activity concentration (2.38) now reads*. 

t Jt* 4TP 
p(x,y,ztt) - -—: ! dt' 2—-f-rr e x . (3.1.6) 
(t > o) "./ie o t • ' 

.GxU+vt'.t-t'JGyty.t-t') .[Gz(Z-H,t-t')+Gz(Z+H,t-t')l . 

With a change of variable, 

t-f - T , (3.1.7) 

and returning to SS, also giving the Green functions their full 
expression one obtains 
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( t a 0) sia •B.D.DD 

X 

w, 
f t - Mi--,) - u r <*-*> 
1 o V M * ~ t > 3 / 2 

( 

.-*K^?3 -*• 
xT**" 

• / ** *- j * • * . ? i 575 • f 

In the above integrala one can recogniie toe convolution of the funcţiona 

and 

9<t-*) • T7,- e * , {3.1.10) (t-„3'5 ' 

where It baa been convenient to writei 
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Another useful notation is 
t 

I<X,Y,JiH»t) - /dt«(T).9(t-T), (3.1.12) 
o 

with which the expression (3.1.6) reads: 

v „ 
p(X,Y, Jjt) - • —• • • * (3.1.1J) 

(t * Q) 3i**B.DDDn 
. U(X,Y,S-H)t) • MX.Y.I+Hjt)] 

It is common knowledge that the Laplace transforms of the 
convolutions take the simple forat 

M U - f(s)g(e), (3.1.14) 

whsrs 
.A(±H,M77S 

tm9 li'X'W 

1 \ . J. v 
x (3.1.16) 

ars the lăplac* images of the (unction* (3.1.9,10), derived fro* the 
original[exp (-1/(4T))]/<I/7 T ' ) , aftsr the original had undergone • 
translation by a factor of e*p(-v2/(4D„i)). 

Opon these remarks one immediately finds 

r 1 "F *<*«*^11» • VT 

it it precisely this expression which provides for the 
identification as original of this Laplace image, of the function 
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KX.Y.Z+Hjt) » 2 [AGHT+'B] (3.1.18) 

£ [>w • i ] V 

•7 t3 

Note that sucn a saooth handling of the Laplace transformation would 
have been hardly possible, had the prompt depletion factor been 
ignored in tne expression (3.1.1) of the source strength. 

By carrying this result in f-e expression (3.1.13), the 
cctivity concentration in this 3-dimensional dispersal model finally 
reads (in SS)t 

p(X,Y,Z-,t) 

v 
X 

16i 
T 

fD D D x y z 

»f-L AET^rrîSSi 
/ , \ ^ î̂ |ux Dy ^ T j 
(V0 + M M

 l j • e L 

M*x * D + D, 
(3 .1 .19) 

1 I 1 A l x 2 . Y2 . (Z+H) 2 | I 

The expression (3.1.1V) has been extensively tested 
numerically only to conclude that it can provide ample coverage for 
a large variety of releases, differing in time-shape and amplitude. 
Two kind of tests have been performed-, (i) cloud patterns mapped 
over territory -.at given times; and (ii) time-profiles of the 
concentration at a given spot. Figures 4 and 5 are samples of the concentration at a given spot. Figures 
respective kinds 
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3.2. Models with 2-Diaenaional Diffusion 

There are several reasons warranting the use of the 
framework given in section 2 for designing also a two-dimensional 
dispersal model. The first, and obvious, is that 2-d models enjoy a 
wide acceptance in the concerned literature, so that it may be 
proper to have the specific considerations in this paper also 
tailored for the accepted wisdom, and practice. The less obvious, 
tnough perhaps more important, reason, is that -- at least at 
present -- the solution of the dispersal inverse problem can apply 
to tne 3-d model in section 3.1 only in cases that the cloud's 
centreline can be directly accessed for monitoring and measurements. 
Since tne author's approach here is to always consider the least 
favourable circumstances, a procedure should be made available also 
for cases wnon the cloud's centreline in not directly accessible, 
which w)uld mean, for instance, that the source site is off the 
national territory, and the wind direction is such that the 
centreline does not cross the borders, though the national territory 
is in tne downwind half-plane with respect to the source. It turns 
out that a 2-d model can be brought to solve the inverse problem in 
such a case. 

In contrast with the customary practice of treating 
two-dimensional plumes originating in continuous stack emissions, 
tne model liere will take up again the archtype of a release as 
described in the introduction of section 3. 

Accordingly, for the source strength the following function 
is proposed (in SS)i 

1 

a «~ B t 

o(X,Y,Z>t) - 8(t) . — * - . . 2 — _ , Mx)6(Y) • (3.2.1) 
2**6 ~ 

. l«(Z-H> + S(Z+H)} 

For the meaning assigned to the various factors in the 
expression above, the reader is referred to the comments on the 
expression (3.1.1). The only major difference in the 2d case regards 
the absence of the "prompt depletion" factor. Since the latter is 
connected to the downwind diffusion — which is precisely the aspect 
that is neglected in a two-dimensional Gaussian plume — the said 
absence is certainly understandable. 

All the other requirements for a source strength are 
satisfied. In particular, one can see that function (3.2.1) is 
Green-like, with a maximum at 

•m * sg > (3.2.2) 
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reaching 

% " ̂ * NĂ •' • (i.2-31 
adjustaole to * comprehensive typology of releases (figure 6). 

ajain a full integration over space and tis* gives the total 
dispersed activity: 

• <• - - * 
I d X J d Y j d S . J d t a(X»Y.»>t) - a , ( 3 . 2 . 4 ) 

thus revealing the waning of a. 
Mriting toe source (3.3.1k in CS, then carrying it into the 

general expression (2.38) of tin activity, calculations similar to 
those in section 3.1 would give 

1 
a t -B7t=7T 

e(X.Y.l»t) - ~— fix- T- (3.2.5) 
(t * 0) 2VÎB o 1 

(t-T)2 

. Gx(X-yi,T)Gy(Y,T).(G,U-B,i) + G 2 ( 2 + H . T ) J , 

with the appropriate Green functions given by 

I2 

Ge<«.-> - -=== e • (3.2.6) 

Since the integral in the expression (3.2.S) would not yield 
easily to the attenpts of having it performed analytically, the 
alternative approach propose-* in the following will transform the 
genuinely three-dimensional fornula (3.2.S) into a two-dimensional 
one. 

The alternative consists in neglecting the downwind 
diffusion, which mathematically reads*. 

Dx - 0 (3.2.7) 
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One can recall now the property (2.36) of the Green 
runctions, indicating tbat 

v Mt - % 
lis G X(X-VT,T) - 6(X-VT) - 6 [ V ( £ - T ) J • 2- C3.2.B) 

O- - 0 v v 

where the property (2.46) ot the Oirac functions was again used. 

Consequently, the expression (3.2.S) of the activity 
concentration becomesi 

p(X,Y,Z»t) - — 2 _ / d t S _ 6(T . i, . (3.2.») 
2VÎBV o « v 

<t-t)2 

. Gy(Y,T) [G 2(Z-H),T) + G J ( Z + H , T ) ] . 

The Oirac function under the integral proapts the follow:nf 
reaark: 

fif 0 * £ S t, then p ̂  0| 
For X > o J I J <3.2.*0) 
(downwind) ţif t < * , o * 0, 

which requires in the expression of the concentration a Heavlsed factor 

f 1. | * t 
\o, t < 2 •(t -|) - f x (3.2.11) 

For X < Ot always o » 0, 
(upwind) 

which in turn requires another He*viside factor 

( 1, X a 0 8(X) - { (3.2.11) (1. X a 0 
\o, x < o • 
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or, alternatively, a fir» specification that the expression for the 
activity concentration refers only to the half-plane X > 0. Thus the 
major shortcoming of any 2-d model becomes apparent: it cannot 
properly aescrioe dispersal at, and near» the source of release. In 
particular» according to any 2-d model there is no upwind diffusion 
at all, n > matter how low the wind velocity -- which certainly 
contradicts the experience. Fortunately enough, this aspect is of 
little consequence for the dispersal over distant territories --
which makes the major issue of this paper. 

Upon tne remarks above, and using the explicit expressions 
of the Green functions one find6: 

»<t - Î) 
p(X.Y,S.ţ> - s(t -§> -> . i , £ v-T7*- • <-*.2.13) 

t i o v MVTSÎTD; * (t - | ) 3 / î 

V Y£ f v tz-a)2 v < Z + H ) 2 1 
TT I ~ 75T X " TOT *X ] 

L« +• J 
I • 

The remaining Heaviside factor above Illustrates one feature 
of the 2-d models: the strike time, 

ts = i , M.2.14» 

implying that no effect of the release is to be felt along the wind 
front at a distance X from the source but after a - time lapse ts, 
measured from the adopted time origin — the moment of the release 
inception. ' 

Like its 3-dimensional counterpart (3.1.19), the expression 
(3.2.13) has bean tested .as far as cloud patterns and time-profiles. 
To illustrate, samples are given in figures 7 and 8. 

4. THE INVERSE PROBLEM 

with two alternative analytical expressions (3.1.19) and 
13.2.13) for the activity concentration now handy, one can prooeed 
to question source terns and effective diffusion coefficients, Dased 
jn field data. 
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The operation's sequence 3<ta.'ts by a meteorloqical inquiry, 
during which as many as possible meteo stations covering the 
territory of interest are requested to indicate the dominant wind 
velocity and direction at their respective sites. At the 
headquarters managing the crisis an average is then takes over 
these, to determine the velocity and direction of a single, 
reference, dominant wind. 

In a second phase a reconnaissance plane, with exposure 
meters on-board is directed to fly cross-wind, and at various 
altitudes, in order to pinpoint the cloud centreline -- by taking 
tne maximum readings both cross-wind and vertically. Relevant ground 
marks for the centreline and its elevation are to be reported at 
headquarters. In the event that over the entire territory that can 
be accessed by a crosswind flight one cannot reach a maximum reading 
Cor the exposure, then it must be inferred that the centreline doe» 
not cross the respective territory, extending outside its borders 
along the dominant wind in the general direction of the increasing 
readings. However, even in this case the centreline elevation can be 
determined as lying at the iveignt of the maximum exposure reading 
along a vertical — which is consistent with the nature of the 
solutions (3.1.19) and (3.2.13). 

At this stage the procedure splits, if centreline crosses 
accessiole territory (direct blow), the 3-dimensional dispersal 
model can be used. If centreline falls off the borders (indirect 
blow) the use of the 2-dimensional model is in order. 

4.1. Direct Blow 

In case of a direct blow the inference procedure would 
require that five planes, equipped with the appropriate 
instrumentarium to measure activity concentration in air, perfora 
three consecutive tlights, all cross-wind, and crossing the cloed 
centreline in the configuration depicted in figure 9. The three 
hours T1( t2> and T3, at which the air is to be probed would 
be chosen so that 

T3 - T^ - T2 - Ti . (4.Z.1) 

If T0 is the hour to mark the time origin, i.e. the release 
inception, then or course 

Tj - T0 - tj, j - 1,2,3 (4.1.2) 

would relocate the measurements in the event's time scale. 

He will persistently assume that the source is distant froa 
tha theatre of inferrence. Accordingly, the cloud reflection is to 
be neglected. By tne same token one can safely assume that the 
oacometrie altitudes of tne source, and landmark of the measuring 
unit M0 are enough comparable in actuality, to be taken as 
identical in calculations. 
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As soon as the results of the Measurements on the activity 
concentration becoste available, the headquarters can build up the 
following table of inputsi 

a) Meteot - dominant wind direction, u (radians, from North 
by East 

- dominant wind velocity, v (km/h) 

b) Clouii - centreline ground marts 
- centreline elevation (km) 

c) Flight-scan (v.fig.7) 

Table 1 

Time 
Measuring unit T^ T2 T3 

Mo(Xo.O,H) 

N1(X0«d,O.H) 

M^(Xo+2d.0,H) 

M'0(Xo.O,H+h) 

»»"o<Xo»d,H) 

p01 

p l l 

P21 

P'Ol 

P"OI 

P02 

P12 

p22 

P'02 

«•"02 

po3 

p13 

-

-

-

The strike time T s at r.G (v. (3.2.14) and comments) is to 
join this table. 

The coordinates of the neasuring units are taken in SS. 

In units consistent with the magnitude of the investigated 
fiexd, it is convenient tt at the distances d and h between the 
measuring units be erp«.c?««ed in km, and the activity 
concentrations p, in Ci/km3. 

As indicated in the following, the quantities under tho 
headings a), b), and c), suffice for inferring-. 

(i) the source terms, according to the adopted model: 

- release time, T0 (h) 
- scarce site, X0 (km. v.also fig.9) 
- totax dispersed activity, ad (Ci, v.(3.1.5)1, . 
and the associated source strength coefficient, a (Cf/(km .s)) 

- blast factor (release's time-shape factor), B(s"l) 

(ii) tne effective diffusion coefficients, Dx, Dy, Dz 
(krnVs) 
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The first step towards founding the inferring procedure is 
to construct -the expressions for the field data gathered in the 
flight-scan table 1, starting fro» the general expression 
(3.1.19), for the' activity concentration. 3raught to a fork 
convenient for an easy reading of the calculations, the respective 
expressions are given in the Appendix 1. 

Taking the ratios and logarithms indicated In the left-band 
site of the expression that follows one obtains* 

V ^ in (!ii. ts£\. * ***< 
VP12 W ^ ^ 

+ X0 + d f {*•*$] (4•,*1, 

In fjj. foi M 1 V*! 
p l l * p02 **^c V a (|w<)2- &-4 «••"• 

Taking now the ratio of the above, noting that 

t3 - t2 - t2 - ti, 

using the i.otations 

(4.1.3} 

01 lîI7 "^t ' 01 \ P " "03/ ' 

, 1 2 3 
• 4 01 

T 1 2 
L 0 1 

IP 01 

(4.1.4) 

also .using the remark (4.1.3), the release tine T0 is obtained in 
the forn 

T3 - V"01 3 

1 N01 
(B.l) 
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Similarly, from 

l n / ! i ! P o l \ * *»"*> *T + xc + d 

T̂ + x o + a a 

i)2- ( T + 4 ] ( 4 , 1 -

one derives 

> • < . - • * & T5— 2 ( 1 - 2 M * 2 2 , 
( 4 . 1 . 7 ) 

where 

12 
•*012 

(hi lsti\ 
Vpu ' "02/ 
£22 l o i \ 
Vp21 " P 02 / 

L 0 1 

L 0 2 
( 4 1 . 8 ) 

The result (4.1.7) is indeed useful, since in combination 
with (4.1.2) it yields the downwind diffusion coefficient: 

V T i 
.12 

a2 Moi2 
U* (V*ci (T2-T^ ' ̂ T7 • x . M12 2 • 

(R.2) 

Taking now the ratio "oi/ P11 and making use of the 
partial result (4.1.7) one obtains 

M-^H.yy^]} , 
(H.3) 

'11 4M 
Î2" 
012 
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which obviously suffices to identify the site of the release source 
(v.fig.7). 

Upon the knowledge of Dx and X0, again fro.i (4.1.7) the 
blast factor is derived: 

» - o x / 
4M12 - 1 <M012 * _ x 

2<* " 2«012 ) ° 
(•.4)-

To get the appropriate expression for the vertical 
diffusion coefficient one has to explicitely construct now the 
ratio P'o2/ P'01» based on the respective expressions in Appendix 
1. Similarly, one obtains D y starting rrom P"o2A"oi* 

0U5j 

2 * 

D y " 

l^pLLp 01 x 
I p02 " 2 

•j * 

2 i » 
o 

<«.« 

Re-writing now the analytic expression for oi so that all 
known quantities be properly emphasized, the source strength 
parameter is obtained in the form: 

a = 16I' vD D Dz (Tj-^) 

Y ~ * Xo OUT) 

exp' 4%-<W--a8;*o+ ^VV6*!^ + x°j • p 01 

It leaves us one step from determining the total dispersed 
activity, 

2\/BD„ 
0U8) 

which actually repeats eq.(3.1.5) 
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The results (R.1...8) provide the solution of the inverse 
problem, according to the 3-dimensional dispersal model proposed, 
once the input tables (a), (b), <c) are atade available through field 
measurements. 

Muaerical simulations that were carried out In order to test 
the ability of this scheme to really infer source torus and effective 
diffusion coefficients have indicated that the procedure works juite 
satisfactorily. One problem is, of course, its sensitivity to the 
accuracy attained in gathering the field data, particularly having 
in mind the non-linear nature of the aany functions involved. It 
turned out that, though sensitive indeed to the accuracy in 
Measuring the input data, the solution R.l-8 is good enough, to the 
effect of providing for an informed decision on a nuclear alert. 

4.2. Indirect Blow 

In case of an indirect blow the inference procedure would 
require seven planes to probe the air in order to gather input data 
— which Is" natural considering the need to determine one more 
coordinate, Y0, that, together with X0, will help pinpointing 
the source site. The flight plan is depicted in fig JO. on the other 
harv*, i» turns out that a single measurement, at a given time, 
provides enougu Miput data to enable the infercence. On the 
assumption of a distant source, again the cloud reflection is 
neglected, along wi-h the difference in barometric altitude between 
the source and thi ground zero of the measuring unit M0 at the 
moment of the measurement. 

•Nhile sections (a) and (b) in the table of inputs given in 
paragraph 4.1 are of equal use in tne case now in question, the 
flight jean results in section (c) have a different look, namely 

(c%) Flight-scan (v.fig.10) 

Table 2 

Measuring unit reporting 

M0(Xo,Yo*Hj 

M* 0 (X 0 , y O f H+hJ 

M l t X j . ' o + d . H ) 

M2(Xo.vo+2<*.H> 

M 3 ( X 0 + d . X 0 . H ) 

N a 3 < X o + d . y 0 , l | + h ) 

M4(X 0 +d.Y 0 +d,H) 

po 
p , o 
p l 

"2 

p 3 

p . 3 

p 4 
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Skipping the comments that are similar to those in section 
4.1, let us proceed to the search for the relevant quantities, using 
the analytic expressions given in Appendix 2, of the activity 
concentrations that appear in the table of inputs. 

Much in the same vein as in the preceding paragraph, on* 
write expliciteiy the ratios PQ/ P^ and P0/ P2, to build then 
the expression 

P0 

l n ^7 2 Y o + d 

1„ I» 2(2Y0+ 2d) 
P2 

With the notations 

1 „ L02 ~ 4L01 
iL01 " H2 

In the next step one t̂ .kes 

71 
o 

so that 

vh2 
D X » X C — ' 

00 

(4.2.1) 

P P 
L01 *ln ^ , L|)2»li)^, (4.2.2) 

some simple algebra gives 

Yo - f d -^ — • (*•») 

r* - e * ° , (4.2.3) 

(4.2.4) 
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where, in style with the preceeding paragraph. 

Loo " l n ÎT . (4.2.5) 
o 

On the other hand, one has 

v h2 

- - e , (4.2.6) 
>3 

so that 

2 
D 2 (X0+d) * ,£&_ , (4.2.7) 

4t33 

where 

L33 » In _f . (4.2.8) 

Subtracting fro* one another the expressions (4.2.4) and 
(4.2.7) one finds the vertical diffusion coefficient» 

•»-*? (£-£)• 

Carrying this result back in the expression (4.2.4) one 
obtains 

2 . (R.lli 
° Ho . 

L 3 3 ~ 
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which, togetner with *<, (R.9) pinpoints the source sites the 
source is to be searched Y0 kilometers cross-wind from M0 in the 
sense of increasing concentrations, and then X0 kilometers upwind. 

As soon as X0 is known, the release time of origin T 0 
can be readily inferred: 

T 8 - -£ . (R.12) 

Another relevant couple of ratios is PO/PI» «herefrom 

Yd CM +d) 
D yx 0 - — j r ' (4.2.9) 

01 

and P3/P4, which gives 

vd(2Y_+d) 
Dy(X0+d) - —jr-2 , (4.2.10) 

where, similar to the notations above , 

p3 
1*34 -lnr ' (4.2.11) 

By subtracting (4.2.9) and (4.2.10) from one another one 
finds 

V^"1^) 
V(2YQ+d) 

°y - f — lETT-E^rl ' <4.2.12) 

To get the expression for the blast factor # one has ficat 
to take Po/ P3. By substituting in the respective expression 
T-T0 for t (T — the measurement hour, T 0 -- the event hour), 
one can extract 
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"ir+a T -O 

In 

(R.13J 

+
 v Yo /1 1 \ 
*ţ te"»?»/ 

Finally, from the very expression for fy> in the Appendix 2 
one finds 

(R.14) 

with all quantities in the right-hand side known. 
Results (R.9-14) make up the solution of the inverse proolem 

according to the 2-dimensional dispersal model. The numerical 
simulations that were carried out warrant remarks that fully 
parallel those concluding the paragraph 4.1. 

The overall solution (H.1-14) of the inverse problem can be, 
ot course, subject to the standard refinements concerning the 
fallout, precipitation washdown, and radioactive decay, depletions. 
This paper would rather not pause on these, to avoid an out-of-place 
change of emphasis. 

5. CONCLUSION 

The present paper is largely a reaction to several needs 
that were perceived during the radiological emergency in Europe, 
April, 1986. 

An attempt is made, to propose an easy-to-handle, 
self-consistent, comprehensive and versatile model for protracted 
atospheric releases, that would serve the straightforward pruposes 
of an early alert over large territories. 

Two constructs cmong others are of essence towards this aim: 
(i) a design for the model source strength which, featuring a front 
of attack, a culmination, and a tail of extinction, is thought to 
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bettier accomodate the notion of a disruptive nuclear event — that 
sees to entail protracted releases — in comparison with either the 
instantaneous. Lagrangian, blasts or the indefinitely, Gaussian, 
continuout emissions that make the usual references» and (11) a 
full, and expeditious, first-run solution for the inverse problem of 
spotting, identifying, and independently characterising a sourae of 
radioactive release, thus enabling subsequent predictions on cloud 
dispersals, consequent environmental alterations, potential damage 
and haiards, which in turn would help taking sound decisions 
pertaining to crisis management. 

The numerical simulations that were conducted in order to 
assess whether an acceptable balance of accuracy vs. conveniency of 
use h.«s been reached, were encourageing. 

It is believed that the idea of re-marking more complex 
approaches of Lagrangian type using as elemental components 
long-tail signals of the kind proposed here might prove worth 
pursueing. 
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Appendix 1 - Analytical Expressions foe the Quantities 
Entering the Flight-Scan Table 1 

P o j " 

p » j • 

1 6 

^ 

16 

3 

I 
• 

^ 

a 
• 

% D y D * 

+ X o . " 
*o 

3 

1 
V 

a 
' 

"°xDyDz 

V 

**k 

V 

e ^ 

x v2 

3 

•fl? ' 

(X0+d) -

3 

' ) 

,r 
^ 

(A.1.I) 

j - 1,2,3 

(A.1.2) 

Xo + d J - 1,2,3 

TO; <XO
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Appendix 2 - Analytical Expression* for the Quantities 
Entering the Flight-Scan Table 2 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

Fig.l Reference frames to describe cloud dispersal; v is the 
dominant wind velocity. SS — tne Source System (X,V,Z)} 
CS — tne Cloud System (x.y.z); v.eqs.(2.1,2). 

fig.2 Time-profile of the generic Green function (2.33). 
rig. 3 Time-profiles of the analytical part of the model-source 

strength (3.1). chosen to describe 3-dimensional protracted 
diffusion. The lower the wind, the weaker the depletion at 
source, and consequently — the more prolonged the emission. 
The absolute maxima: A — 177656.72 Ci/(km3.h)t B — 
230864.58 Ci/(km3.h). 

Fi.g.4 Cloud patterns, assuming a 3-dimensional diffusion 
(v.eq.(3.1.19) without -its last, reflexion, term). 
Horizontal sections into the clouds, at centreline altitude. 
A — lines of equal concentration at 65 hours into the 
release ti*«îţ B — evolvment in time of the 100 pCi/m3 
line of equal concentration. Dotted area: the 65-hour cloud, 
as detailed in A. 

Fig.5 Time-profiles of the air-borne activity concentration, 
assuming a 3-dimensionai diffusion (v.eq.(3.1.19), 
reflection neglected)) A — at different altitudes, on the 
vertical of the same spot beneath centreline) B — at 
different spots (distances from source), downwind the cloud 
centreline. The absolute maxima: A — 59278 pCi/m3» B --
46295 pCi/m3. 

Fig.6 Time-profile of the analytical part of the model-source 
strength (3.2.1), chosen to describe 2-dimensional 
protracted diffusion. Persistence of emission depends, 
naturally, only oh tne blast factor, 0 . Case A, to be 
compared with case I in fig.3, confirms the convergence of 
the 3-d and 2-d mode.-sources at very low winds. The absence 
of the downwind diffusion (Dx - 0) provides for prolonged 
cloud persistence, "'he absolute maxima: A — 230864.58 
Ci/(kmi.h)j B — 57810.96 Ci/(km3.h). 

Fig.7 Cloud patterns, assuming a 2-dimensional diffusion 
(v.eg.(3.2.13), reflection neglected). Horizontal sections 
into the clouds, at centreline altitude. A — lines of equal 
concentration at 65 hours into the release timet B — 
evolvment in time of the 100 pCi/«3-line of equal 
concentration. Dotted area: the 65-hour cloud, as detailed 
in A. 
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Fig.8 Time-profiles of the air-born? activity concentration 
assuming a 2-dimensional diffusion (v.eq.(3.2.13), 
reflection neglected); A -- at different altitudes on the 
vertical of the same spot beneath centreline; B -- at 
different spots (distances from source) , downwind the cloud 
centreline. Note sharper strikes in comparison with the 
3d-model (v.fig.5). The absolute maxima: A -- 57926 
pCi/m3} B -- 116041 pCi/m3. 

Fig.* Goniomecry of a direct blow. The small circles indicate the 
five airborne measuring units heading cross-wind, at a 
moment appropriate for air sampling. The star locates the 
virtual centre of dispersion, at the elevation H above 
source. For the notations refer to paragraph 4.1. 

Fig.10 Goni ninetry of an indirect blow. The cloud centreline does 
not cross the readily accessible territory (shaded area). 
The small circles indicate the seven airborne measuring 
uniti>, heading cross-wind, at the moment of air-sampling. 
The star locates the virtual centre cf dispersion, at the 
elevation H above source. For the notations refer to 
paragraph 4.2. 

NOTE on the units 

The following units apply to- the quantities in the figures*. 

- Lengths; X, 1, I, x, y, i, H, h, d, { , ... kilometres (km) 

- Timet t, on abscissas — days (d) 
in calculations and 
derived quantities --
hours 

- Hind velocity: v kilometres/hour (km/h) 

- Hind direction: u radians (rad)* 

- Diffusion coefficients: D„, Dv, Dz square kilcmetres/hour 
y <km2/h) 

- Activity: a , Curie (Ci) 

- Activity concentrations, p, pico-Curie/cubic metre 
(pCi/m3) 

- Source strengths, a(X,Y,Z>t), Curie/(cubic kilometre. 
hour) (Ci/(km3.h)) 

- Blast factors, B, 1/second (s"i) 

•The computer code at the origin of figures 2 through 8 has uniformly 
used u • V 2 rad, from Korth by Et ., in a third system of 
coordinates, beside SS and CS — t.ie Map System — that is to be 
sised according to the graphic capabilities available. 
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Fig. 1 
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